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A flag is a measure of  fabric that is raised anywhere between 6m & 60m in the air.
Some flags are flown to exhibit patriotism and National feeling and engender community spirit.
Others like to advertise their business, club or organisation.
Many government departments and councils all fly flags.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
1. Flags are subjected to the elements when left out. The weather causes breakdown of  fibres, 
particularly the fly ends of  flags and this will determine the life of  your flag.
2. When the winds are strong or the weather is inclement, its best to take your flag down.
3. The taller the flagpole, the faster they tend to wear out.
4. It is suggested your flag is flown from dawn to dusk where possible to lengthen the life of  the flag.

We have two types of  fabric we generally use. Light weight knitted polyester, which flies in the slightest 
of  winds, or heavy duty woven polyester, which is more durable, but needs stronger winds to fly.
We offer screen printed & digitally printed flags in many sizes and finishes. We also have our own 
sewing department which allows us to provide fully sewn flags (also known as bunting)
Flags can last anywhere from 3 months to 2 years depending on weather conditions and the areas 
they are displayed. Flags must be able to fly freely and must be attached to the rope correctly as to 
not wrap itself  around the pole.

Rope attachment to flagpole and flag clips

1. Thread the rope through the fairlead or pulley on flagpole
2. Take one end of  the rope, thread through the flag clip and tie a knot 
as per drawing
3. Take the other end of  the rope and repeat step 2
4. Join the rope together with a splice clip or tie together with a reef  knot
5. Space the flag clips apart to suit the depth of  your flag

Flag clip attachment to your flag

1. Thread the loop on the flag header through eye in the flag clip
2. Place the loop over the top of  the Flag
3. Push it all the way down and pull tight
4. Hook the clips on the flag to the clips in the rope and hoist Flag
5. Twist the rope at least once around the flagpole before tying it off

THE LIFE OF A FLAG
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PROCEDURE FOR THE DISPLAY OF THE AUSTRALIAN FLAG


